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QUESTION 1

Which option best describes the resource catalog? 

A. A resource catalog is a file that lists all the users registered with WebCenter Portal. 

B. A resource catalog is a runtime tool that is loaded with WebCenter Portal, which allows users to communicate with
back-end databases. 

C. A resource catalog is a listing of tools and services that can be added into the page at run time. 

D. A resource catalog is a dictionary that contains all the business rules required for Oracle Composer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing custom task flows. 

Identify two reasons for using connections.xml to store required connection details for external services. 

A. This is the only way to set a connection in ADF. 

B. You can change the endpoints of the connections at run time. 

C. The connections can be updated when adding the task flow to the page in Portal Builder. 

D. Maintain all connection details in a central location. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens when you turn on ADF skin compression? 

A. It enables ADF to shorten the names of style classes, thereby reducing the file download size. 

B. It enables ADF to compress the generated CSS files, thereby reducing the file download size. 

C. It enables ADF to use sprites instead of images for skins, thereby reducing the number of files downloaded. 

D. It enables ADF to compress the icons and images within the CSS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When developing custom task flows for a Portal application, you should ensure that ______. 
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A. no custom task flow contains any JavaScript 

B. the correct ADF version is used for your version of Portal environment 

C. the Content Repository is running, because this is where the task flows are stored 

D. all CSS styling of the task flows is kept within the taskflow, because Portal Skins cannot change the look and feel of a
custom task flow 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The DesignWebCenterSpaces application contains a file called config.properties. What is the purpose of this file? 

A. To enable a connection between JDeveloper and the Portal server. This will be used to upload and download assets
directly from JDeveloper. 

B. It allows the developer to configure which asset types can be created or edited with this application. 

C. It is used to store classpath and library information, and the path to executables. That way, a local Portal instance
can be started from JDeveloper. 

D. It is an internally used file. Developers should not have to manually configure this file, except when required by
Oracle to do so. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the role of ADF Business Components in the development of a custom taskflow? 

A. It handles communication with data sources, such as a database and data persistence. It\\'s also responsible to
handle data validation. 

B. In an MVC model, it represents the Controller layer, handling navigation between pages or page fragments, and
session information. 

C. It\\'s a set of visual components aimed for business users. Graphs, Charts, and Reports are examples of Business
Components. 

D. It\\'s a set of fa?ade classes that abstract the complexity of handling visual components in the UI layer. Users can
add Business Components to the Portal page by using the drag-and-drop functionality. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

What happens to a page if a portlet throws an exception during the render-response phase of the ADF Faces Page
Request life cycle? 
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A. The page renders, displaying the portlet\\'s configured unavailable error message. 

B. The page renders with no content displayed for the corresponding portlet. 

C. The page fails to render. 

D. The page renders, with an error recorded in a log file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two portal/shared assets show up on a portal page when it is being viewed? 

A. Page templates show up because they are the building blocks of a page. 

B. Navigation model shows up on a page as links, and any such visualizations 

C. Resource Catalog shows up indicating all the items that can be added to the page. 

D. Data Controls 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

A page template design is being used by all the authenticated pages. The template is designed in such a 

manner that all the errors arising from the back end or model layer are being displayed in the template 

facet. 

There is a requirement that some of the pages do not show error messages such as in the above scenario, 

rather they need to show messages in a pop-up window. How should you design the page template to take 

care of both types of page requirements? 

A. Create different page templates for both kinds of pages to have different behavior to show error messages. 

B. Keep the template as it is and let developers write their own logic to show the error messages. 

C. Create an attribute in page template. Let developers set it to true from their page if they need to display it on the
template or false if they want to show it in a pop-up window. Use this attribute as rendered property for error messages. 

D. Extend the existing page template and add the logic to show the error message on the template and pop-up window
based on view ID. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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After a task flow has been deployed as a new shared library, which step is required in the portal extension project to
make this task flow visible from WebCenter Portal? 

A. Update only weblogic.xml. 

B. Update only MANIFEST.MF. 

C. Update both files. 

D. None, because a shared library is used. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Your client is developing page templates and pages for their portal using primarily Portal Builder. During the process of
building this Portal, the client uses Portal Builder and JDeveloper. Identify the initial step required to perform this round-
trip development. 

A. Choose the "Save Portal" option in the Portal Administration page. 

B. Export the WebCenter Portal\\'s database schema. 

C. Choose "Export" from the portal assets page in the Portal Builder page and save the portal asset to an archive. 

D. Connect JDeveloper to the Portal server and edit the asset online. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two scoped managed beans must be Serializable in order to work without errors in a highly available
application? 

A. Session scope 

B. Backing bean scope 

C. View scope 

D. Transient scope 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

Which protocols are used by the Mall Service to support mail servers? 

A. IMAP and SMTP protocol 

B. POP and SMTP protocol 
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C. Microsoft\\'s MAPI protocol 

D. Universal Messaging Service (UMS) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Users Lucy and Tom are editing a page or task flow simultaneously using Page Composer. How are the concurrency
issues handled when Lucy saves the page or task flow first and Tom saves it later? 

A. Lucy\\'s changes are overwritten with Tom\\'s changes. 

B. Tom\\'s changes are overwritten with Lucy\\'s changes. 

C. None of the changes are saved. 

D. A cyclic redundancy error is displayed on the screen. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

As the moderator of a portal, you want to delegate all management to another user except the ability to 

manage membership. 

How do you accomplish this? 

A. Grant the user the "Manage All" permission on the portal. 

B. Grant the user the "Manage Configuration" permission on the portal. 

C. There can be only one moderator of a portal. 

D. This is not a supported feature in WebCenter Portal. 

Correct Answer: C 
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